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About HARMAN

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio,
video, lighting, and control products and systems company. It serves the
entertainment and enterprise markets with comprehensive systems, including
enterprise automation and complete IT solutions for a broad range of
applications.
HARMAN Professional Solutions brands comprise AKG Acoustics®, AMX®,
BSS Audio®, Crown International®, dbx Professional®, DigiTech®, JBL
Professional®, Lexicon®, Martin®, Soundcraft® and Studer®. These bestin-class products are designed, manufactured and delivered to a variety of
customers, including tour, cinema, retail, corporate, government, education,
large venue and hospitality.
In addition, HARMAN’s world-class product development team continues
to innovate and deliver groundbreaking technologies to meet its customers’
growing needs. For scalable, high-impact communication and entertainment
systems, HARMAN Professional Solutions is your single point of contact.

About Sound Technology Ltd
Sound Technology Ltd is the specialist audio distributor of HARMAN
Professional Solutions in the UK and Republic of Ireland. We provide system
design, demonstration facilities and servicing of all HARMAN audio products.
In this document you’ll find some relevant case studies. For any further
information, to speak to our system designers, or to arrange a demo, please
call us on 01462 480000.

Croke Park

Salisbury Cathedral
The world famous 13th century Salisbury Cathedral welcomes
some 300,000 visitors each year — either to view the Magna Carta
or attend its programme of major services, concerts, religious fesSituated in the centre of Dublin, the 82,300 capacity Croke Park stadium is
tivals — or simply for private worship; and they expect the sound in
known as the home of those fast-moving and much loved Gaelic games
this reverberant space to be heard coherently and intelligibly.
(primarily Hurling and Gaelic football), and accustomed to hosting a wide
range of complementary events, including rock concerts and conferences.
Croke Park’s audio technology has to operate flawlessly seven days a week.
However, the existing systems had become outdated, requiring constant
maintenance and lacking the necessary flexibility.
After considering their options, Mongey Communications chose an integrated HARMAN stadium solution combining JBL, Crown and BSS Audio components. This met all the requirements laid down by acoustics consultants,
Vanguardia.
Integrator:
Mongey Communications
Consultant:
Vanguardia

The project team evaluated the design options based around the existing
stadium infrastructure and cabling – a large scale project spanning 60-plus
individual paging zones, around 280 speaker lines and just short of 2,400
speakers.
They chose an outright replacement of the entire original PAVA head-end
installation with the current generation of Soundweb London BLU Danteequipped DSPs, integrated with 76 all-new Crown DCI-N DriveCore Install
network amplifiers. A new under-balcony speaker system comprises 90 of
JBL’s All-Weather Compact AWC82 IP56 2-way coaxial loudspeakers.

Croke Park (cont.)

The choice of the AWC82 had been entirely logical,” declares David Mongey, “The sound
is absolutely outstanding and it offers better distribution than the previous drivers.” These
are evenly spaced to form a distributed system throughout the main (lower) balcony
tier, addressing a legacy issue of poor sound quality in these areas dating back to the
pre-existing sound installation.
The new system also had to integrate with existing equipment that included other Harman components, such as Intellivox speaker column arrays, which provides coverage for
the ‘Hill16’ open terrace. The matched IntelliAmps had to be integrated into the new control and monitoring set-up, alongside the new generation Crown 4-channel DCI DriveCore amplifiers (with BLU Link). These comprised 54 x Crown DCi4/300N and 24 Crown
DCi4/1250N, while the first generation Soundweb 9088s have been replaced by four I/O
configurable BSS BLU-806 and10 BLU-326 expanders.
This offers a much more elegant solution, with greater processing power and lower latency — and a significant reduction in rack size (almost 30 fully-fitted full-height 19” racks
with their equipment still on board had been wheeled out of the stadium for environmentally friendly recycling as part of the project, to be replaced with just six comparably
sized racks, reflecting the technological improvements in audio engineering that have
taken place over the years). “As a result, the power requirement is lower and the air conditioning systems no longer need to be on full whack,” observed a Mongey Communications spokesman.
Real time fault recording and reporting were key features of the new installation, with
all key system functions and variables fully supervised and tracked. Critical faults are
reported immediately at the stadium fire alarm panels allowing these to be investigated promptly by the stadium security team. In addition, any critical faults are emailed at
the time they arise to key Mongey Communications support staff for follow-up, and the
system also provides a digest of its status (including details of any minor or non-critical
faults) on a daily basis for further investigation by the same support team.
A Soundcraft Si Performer 2 master mixing desk in the Event Control Room was supplied
as part of the project with direct Dante feeds into the stadium audio network, providing
greatly improved control, flexibility and resilience.
The new Harman Professional solution comfortably meets all of Vanguardia’s criteria for
speech transmission (STI) and sound pressure (SPL) — as well as the Local Authority’s
off site noise monitoring thresholds (since Croke Park is in a densely populated area and
susceptible to noise pollution).
After months of careful planning, the entire DSP, amplification and fault monitoring system together with redundant UPS power supply was ultimately replaced within a two
week time window — a mammoth and extremely aggressive project plan requiring tight
control by Mongey Communications’ Senior Projects and Operations manager, Kevin
McGrath.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Crown DCi 4|300N
Crown DCi 4|1250N

JBL AWC82

Mixing
Soundcraft Si Performer 2

Network
BSS BLU-806
BSS BLU-326

Aviva Stadium, Dublin

Aviva Stadium in Dublin, Ireland is a state-of-the-art, 51,000-capacity facility
for sports, concerts and special events. Its waveform-shaped architecture
is striking in design, and houses four tiers of seating, with seven stories of
floors and two basement levels.
Aviva Stadium is the home of the Irish rugby union team and the Republic of Ireland national football team. Audio for Aviva Stadium is provided by
a massive JBL sound system that includes 105 Precision Directivity (PD)
Series loudspeakers, augmented by Application Engineered (AE) Series
AM6200/64 speakers. The system also includes Crown Audio amplifiers
and BSS Soundweb London signal processing, connectivity and control
products.

Design / Installation:
TG Bker (Sound) Ltd.

The prestigious installation was carried out by the highly experienced, UKbased TG Baker (Sound) Ltd. under the supervision of project manager Tony
Mott. The system was sold by Sound Technology, Harman Professional’s
distributor in the UK and ROI, who also provided technical assistance via its
project support services.
The contractors turned to the Harman Professional catalogue for their loudspeaker, amplification and network control/distribution requirements. A JBL
and Crown solution was detailed exclusively for the bowl, while a sophisticated BSS Soundweb London digital architecture, in combination with a
BLU-Link fibre backbone, was commissioned to handle signal routing and

Aviva Stadium, Dublin (cont.)

audio processing throughout the stadium.
To enumerate the scale of the design, the installation comprises 26 x 42U racks (25 for
the main PAVA system and one for the Press Conference area), 118 PAVA zones, 59 paging zones and 365 loudspeaker circuits.
The system has an audio matrix of 172 inputs and 468 outputs, and due to the design
topology there is currently 25% spare capacity for future I/O expansion.
To fulfill the design, Mott turned to JBL’s weather-coated Precision Directivity™ (PD) line
of speakers, and using custom bracketry, different horn orientation and pattern control
he managed to achieve uniform distribution to virtually every seat in the house — from
the tribunes down to the pitch. The stand design is thus based around a total of 105 JBL
PD Series loudspeakers in 56 cluster positions.
Powering the loudspeakers from the 26 rack positions are multiple Crown CTs 3000
i-Tech 4000 amplifiers, fitted with PIP-USP3 modules.
A sophisticated Soundweb London BLU DSP topology handles all audio distribution,
processing and routing control for both the bowl and voice alarm systems.
Each network is wired in a complete ring starting and ending at the server rack. Audio
distribution is via the BLU-Link, and any break in the ring automatically broadcasts the
audio in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions. TG Baker monitors each BLULink input port, and any failure that occurs is reported to the fault monitoring system.
One of the key advantages of the Soundweb architecture was the ability to use the BSS
BLU-Link solution; this is a 256-channel, fault-tolerant bus which can use standard, inexpensive Cat6 cabling.
With 25 PAVA rack locations it was easier to use the BLU-Link with a single bidirectional
audio bus that supported 256 channels with low latency than having a complicated
CobraNet topology, explained Mott. “Further to that hardware costs were reduced because there was no CobraNet licensing and programming costs were reduced due to
the simplicity of the audio bus structure.”
Providing the processing engines are Soundweb BLU-160 devices in each rack, with
configurable I/O’s — which offer a huge amount of DSP capacity. All loudspeaker processing such as bandpass filters, delay and equalization, is handled by the Soundweb
BLU devices and adjusted in Soundweb London Architect. Audio feeds are sent from
the BLU-160s to the Crown amplifiers.
The company can rest in the knowledge that they have designed a fully-redundant,
remotely-monitored sound system. A VPN link between their Glasgow office and the
stadium IT network enables remote interrogation and control of the PAVA server.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Crown CTs Series
Crown I-Tech HD Series

JBL AW295
JBL AW 526
JBL AW566
JBL AW595
JBL PD5322
JBL PD5212

JBL PD5200
JBL PD5125
JBL PD5122
JBL PD743
JBL PD764

Network
BSS BLU-805
BSS BLU-800
BSS BLU325
BSS BLU-160
BSS BLU120
BSS BLU-100

Wimbledon All England
Lawn Tennis Club

As the annual ‘Wimbledon Fortnight’ approaches each summer at the All
England Lawn Tennis Club in south-west London, long-term contractors
RG Jones Sound Engineering can generally be found putting the finishing
touches to the latest upgrades to meet the club’s evolving network and
comms requirements.
Design / Installation:
RG Jones

As old equipment reaches end of life and more efficient digital solutions
come onstream — as was the case when BSS introduced the Soundweb
London digital DSP platform — so RG Jones Sales & Installation Director,
Jon Berry prepares a new specification which will underpin the club’s future requirements.
A more radical overhaul was required with the relocation of the PA room in
the Broadcast Centre — and this required him to specify a large number of
Crown’s 4-channel, energy efficient DriveCore Install (DCi) amplifiers.
In total RG Jones deployed 16 of the new networkable amplifiers — a combination of DCi4x300N and DCi4x800N — as well as new Soundweb London BLU-160 DSPs.
Needing to provide additional inputs and outputs Berry’s solution has been
to network the entire audio system, deploying two BSS BLU-160 high bandwidth DSPs, connected to the four new Crown DCi’s via the compatible

Wimbledon (cont.)

low-latency BLU-Link — providing a highly cost-effective solution over long distances.
Elsewhere, eight further Crown DCi’s have replaced end of life amplifiers in the Broadcast Centre PA room, to drive North-based courts, 14-19 and No 1.

“What drew us to the DCIs was the inherent ability of the amplifiers to integrate into our
existing Soundweb DSP system which operates across the site,” confirmed RG Jones’
project manager, Jamie Short. “The recent relocation of our main PA room due to building works reinforced our belief that these network compatible amplifiers were the way
forward.”
“The ability to network the amplifiers alongside our existing Soundweb system has already proven extremely useful,” he continued. “Having in depth, instantaneous monitoring of the amplifiers and circuits themselves allows us great amounts of control and
response.
“And by sitting on our existing Blu-Link rings we are able to reduce analogue cabling
while improving on the redundancy and security of the system. “
The final four Crown DCi amplifiers can be found servicing the Gate 3 Turnstiles Building
(covering the Museum Building and PA around Centre Court).
Since carrying out their own evaluation, Jon Berry has become a devotee of Crown’s
new DCi solution, at the heart of which is the DriveCore amplifier IC chip; this combines
the amplifier driver stage into the power output stage, along with additional signal functions, yet is no bigger than a postage stamp. This brings huge benefits.
“We undertook sonic tests at our workshop to check that the amplifiers would integrate
with our existing systems, and were pleased with the depth of the DSP features. The
setup and commissioning of the units on the Clubhouse system was the acid test, and
we found the process intuitive and effective.”
The success of this solution at Wimbledon has given RG Jones the confidence to subsequently specify the DriveCore Install amps in various other applications.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Network

Crown DCi 4|300N
Crown DCi 4|800N

BSS BLU-160

Rotherham FC, New York Stadium

TG Baker (Sound) has carried out a complete overhaul of the PA system at
New York Stadium in Yorkshire, home of Rotherham United FC (aka ‘The
Millers’), using a HARMAN stadium sound solution comprising of JBL loudspeakers and Crown amplification. Although the stadium has only been
open since the start of the 2012-13 season, various shortcomings with the
sound system were identified which had led to complaints in relation to the
system’s overall quality and intelligibility.
A new tender document was drawn up and TG Baker (Sound) bid successfully. Director, Jason Longworth explained, “We conducted a complete system health-check, following which we were then contracted to replace the
entire control system with four separate networked rack positions, using a
dual redundant copper backbone, together with the upgrade and replacement of all of the main bowl and concourse loudspeakers.”
Design / Installation:
TG Baker

The installation of 34 JBL AWC (All Weather Compact)159s, driven at 100V
line by a combination of Crown DCi-N 4 x 1250 and 4 x 600W network amplifiers, ensured even coverage across each of the four all-seater stands which
make up the 12,000-capacity arena.
JBL’s AWC series has provided a regular ‘go to’ solution for the integrators
at TG Baker Sound since their launch. These compact, coaxial weather-resistant full-range loudspeaker systems with 15” LF have proven ideal for
speech and music time and time again. “The AWCs give us consistent 90°
x 90° broadband pattern control with great speech clarify and an extended
frequency response for music which is exactly what we are looking for in a
stadium environment,” says Longworth.

Rotherham FC (cont.)

The challenge for TG Baker (Sound) was not only to work with legacy infrastructure but
also the fact that the project upgrade was required to be carried out and completed
mid-season. “At the outset we thought we had a three-week window during which to undertake the upgrade, however this was subsequently reduced to two when an England
Under-19 match appeared on the fixture list” reports the installer. “Consequently, we had
to double up on our engineering teams to ensure completion in readiness for this fixture.”
There are four separate rack rooms — one within each stand — with a bi-directional dual
redundant copper ring that serve a total of overall 17 PA zones across 36 monitored circuits.
Here the versatile Crown DriveCore Networked amplifiers really come into their own, as
Longworth explains. “Since the amplifiers form part of the voice alarm system, we can
continuously monitor the load and using the pilot tone monitoring, provide comprehensive error reporting out via the GPIO (general purpose input/output) ports of the DCi-N
amplifiers back into the main PAVA system, with a common fault to the local fire alarm
panel.”
Both JBL and Crown components are distributed in the UK and Ireland as part of the
Harman Professional portfolio by Sound Technology Ltd. And Longworth says that both
brands tick all the boxes. “For the JBL AWCs there are a number of plus points … the 90° x
90° pattern control, the efficiency, the bandwidth for both speech and music, the option
to run 100V line or low impedance, the IP56 rating and finally the fact that it is extremely
price competitive. The Crown DCi-N amplifiers are a good partner to the AWC loudspeakers with a multitude of power and channel options, together with the comprehensive monitoring features and error reporting.”
“With a compliant voice alarm system and great quality audio the match day experience
for Millers fans has now been transformed,” he says.
Stadium manager, Paul Davis agrees. “TG Baker provided Rotherham United with a professional service and product that has had numerous positive comments since the installation of the system. Throughout the process we were kept fully informed of what
was happening and all deadlines were met in good time.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Crown DCi 4|600
Crown DCi 4|1250N

JBL AWC159

Athlone Institute of Technology

The Athlone Institute of Technology added a high specification Indoor Athletics Arena to its campus. Representing a €10m investment this IAAF-standard 6-lane track surrounded by 1,500 spectator seats, required a sound system that offered high intelligibility.
Design / Installation:
Sound Productions

However, Dublin based Sound Productions were only introduced to the
project after it had been completed. According to Senior Project Manager
Peadar Carley, the budget was limited and the performance of the PA system specified by the previous contractor had suffered as a result. Sound
Productions were therefore asked to evaluate and propose a solution.
With an RT time in excess of 5 seconds Sound Productions wasted little
time in specifying a solution that has stood them in good stead on many
previous occasions when working in highly reverberant spaces, by turning
to a pair of JBL Professional Intellivox-DC430. The digitally controllable arrays, formerly badged as Duran Audio, were supplied by HARMAN’s UK and
ROI distributor, Sound Technology Ltd.

Athlone Institute of Technology (cont)

“We were confident in proposing a demonstration of the actual units at one of the athletic
events,” states Carley. “The client was immediately satisfied once they heard the performance of the system.”
The DC430 is the second tallest the second tallest of these fully integrated digitally controlled loudspeaker arrays. This column has proven to be a versatile and effective solution for vocal reinforcement within reverberant venues, with a single Intellivox-DC430
being capable of covering an area of up to 50 metres while maintaining an even sound
pressure level.
Two of the speakers were installed side by side opposite the viewing stand — principally
to reproduce speech but also to handle background music. At the same time some of
the existing speakers were reconfigured, at the client’s request, to act as delayed infills
and to deliver background music.
Continued Peadar Carley, “As the ceiling height of the arena is relatively low for the size
of the area the speakers needed to cover the 50m distance evenly from a single point
without creating a hot spot close to the loudspeaker.
“Aside from the quality of the performance the client was also impressed with how discreet these speakers were.”
While the equalisation beam steering is handled by the Intellivox DSP, routing and other
audio tools are handled in a separate control environment, and the existing mixing desk
and amplification were re-integrated and re-commissioned.
Sound Productions were working through Midland Sound a local integrator that provides
event attendance and support for AIT. Both they and AIT themselves were said to be
extremely pleased with the results.

PRODUCTS USED:
Loudspeakers
JBL Intellivox DC430
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Next Steps
For any further information, to speak to our
system designers, or to arrange a demo,
please call us on 01462 480000.

